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psychiatric research on (2023)

forensic psychiatric analysis exhibits numerous parallels to clinical

reasoning in other fields of medicine therefore this review aims to

elaborate forensic psychiatric analysis through the lens of clinical

reasoning which has been developed by incorporating advances in

cognitive sciences defining forensic psychiatry in terms of the assessment

and treatment of the mentally abnormal offender delineates an area of

concern that could potentially engulf much of mental health offending

behaviour is common in the whole community and among adolescents it

approaches the universal article published online 7 may 2024 view all

latest articles explore the current issue of the journal of forensic psychiatry

psychology volume 34 issue 5 6 2023 in a qualitative survey of forensic

psychiatric nurses and patients the authors found evidence that offense

related therapeutic work i e the analysis of the causes e g stressors

evaluation of the emotional and situational characteristics and

development of possible prevention strategies has a positive effect on the

rehabilitation forensic psychiatry is concerned with basic research into the

nature of the relationship between mental state and offending and with

the practical aspects of the mentally disordered offender s progress
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through the courts and treatment the journal of forensic psychiatry and

psychology publishes in depth case studies current research and short

articles on mental health crime and the law this acclaimed journal is

essential to all serious psychiatric or legal collections forensic psychiatry

articles see all 367 research topics see all 35 first online 25 may 2023 pp

1 28 cite this living reference work entry kris goethals 61 accesses

abstract forensic psychiatry is an exciting specialty of psychiatry it takes

care of chronic highly complicated psychiatric patients with problems in

various domains e g diagnostic comorbidity and circumstantial risks the

main goal of forensic psychiatric treatment is to address psychiatric and

social factors and thereby mitigate criminal behaviour notably a supportive

social network is an important protective factor for criminal behaviour as

such improving a poor social network may decrease the risk of criminal

recidivism there is a need for research that can support the development

of healthcare in forensic psychiatric care interview studies from swedish

foren sic psychiatric care settings indicate that patients often feel exposed

and vulnerable although patients receiving forensic psychiatry care might

experience occasional decision making challenges they can provide

valuable insights into their health conditions during their extended

recovery journeys these insights can substantially shape the direction of

their health care forensic psychiatry forensic psychiatrists focus on how

biology applies to the legal system they focus more on the scientific facts

as well as diagnosing and treating mental disorders they legally assess
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clients provide a diagnosis and can prescribe medication if necessary the

nature of forensic psychiatric care and ethical principles that underpin it

make it hard to conduct randomized controlled studies which can be seen

as the gold standard to establishing the efficacy of interventions published

13 may 2020 perceptions of procedural justice and coercion among

forensic psychiatric patients a study protocol for a prospective mixed

methods investigation alexander i f simpson irene boldt stephanie penney

roland jones sean kidd arash nakhost treena wilkie bmc psychiatry 20

article number 230 2020 cite this article pmid 17762598 doi 10 1097 yco

0b013e32826fb345 abstract purpose of review forensic psychiatry is a

multidisciplinary specialty within the context of criminal and civil law this

paper reviews a broad spectrum of research areas within the forensic

psychiatric field covering publications in 2006 forensic psychiatric

inpatients were expected to perform worse compared to prisoners this

study was based on pre existing data from n 241 males 119 forensic

psychiatric inpatients 57 published 20 october 2018 modern forensic

psychiatric hospital design clinical legal and structural aspects allan

seppänen iida törmänen christopher shaw harry kennedy international

journal of mental health systems 12 article number 58 2018 cite this

article 17k accesses 38 citations 23 altmetric metrics abstract forensic

psychiatry early career physician scientist our fellows enjoy many

research opportunities we expect them to participate either in ongoing

division work or to develop an independent project of their own with the
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anticipated goal of giving a year end presentations of their individual work

psychiatric care for individuals with a mental disorder and a history of

criminal behavior intends not only to stabilize symptoms but also to

prevent undesirable consequences such as violent recidivism and suicide

forensic psychiatry originated mainly in europe and has a varied historical

political and ideological background bjpsych open 2022 jan 8 1 e17

published online 2021 dec 17 doi 10 1192 bjo 2021 1068 pmcid

pmc8715254 pmid 34915963 personal recovery and its challenges in

forensic mental health systematic review and thematic synthesis of the

qualitative literature
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forensic psychiatric analysis exhibits numerous parallels to clinical

reasoning in other fields of medicine therefore this review aims to

elaborate forensic psychiatric analysis through the lens of clinical

reasoning which has been developed by incorporating advances in

cognitive sciences

forensic mental health the british journal of

psychiatry Mar 27 2024

defining forensic psychiatry in terms of the assessment and treatment of

the mentally abnormal offender delineates an area of concern that could

potentially engulf much of mental health offending behaviour is common

in the whole community and among adolescents it approaches the

universal

the journal of forensic psychiatry psychology Feb

26 2024

article published online 7 may 2024 view all latest articles explore the



current issue of the journal of forensic psychiatry psychology volume 34

issue 5 6 2023

editorial therapeutic process and well being in

forensic Jan 25 2024

in a qualitative survey of forensic psychiatric nurses and patients the

authors found evidence that offense related therapeutic work i e the

analysis of the causes e g stressors evaluation of the emotional and

situational characteristics and development of possible prevention

strategies has a positive effect on the rehabilitation

forensic psychiatry an overview sciencedirect

topics Dec 24 2023

forensic psychiatry is concerned with basic research into the nature of the

relationship between mental state and offending and with the practical

aspects of the mentally disordered offender s progress through the courts

and treatment

the journal of forensic psychiatry psychology



taylor Nov 23 2023

the journal of forensic psychiatry and psychology publishes in depth case

studies current research and short articles on mental health crime and the

law this acclaimed journal is essential to all serious psychiatric or legal

collections

frontiers in psychiatry forensic psychiatry Oct 22

2023

forensic psychiatry articles see all 367 research topics see all 35

forensic psychiatry springerlink Sep 21 2023

first online 25 may 2023 pp 1 28 cite this living reference work entry kris

goethals 61 accesses abstract forensic psychiatry is an exciting specialty

of psychiatry it takes care of chronic highly complicated psychiatric

patients with problems in various domains e g diagnostic comorbidity and

circumstantial risks

improving mental wellbeing of forensic



psychiatric Aug 20 2023

the main goal of forensic psychiatric treatment is to address psychiatric

and social factors and thereby mitigate criminal behaviour notably a

supportive social network is an important protective factor for criminal

behaviour as such improving a poor social network may decrease the risk

of criminal recidivism

psychological and psychosocial interventions in

forensic Jul 19 2023

there is a need for research that can support the development of

healthcare in forensic psychiatric care interview studies from swedish

foren sic psychiatric care settings indicate that patients often feel exposed

and vulnerable

engaging forensic psychiatry patients in health

care decision Jun 18 2023

although patients receiving forensic psychiatry care might experience

occasional decision making challenges they can provide valuable insights

into their health conditions during their extended recovery journeys these

insights can substantially shape the direction of their health care



forensic psychiatry wikipedia May 17 2023

forensic psychiatry forensic psychiatrists focus on how biology applies to

the legal system they focus more on the scientific facts as well as

diagnosing and treating mental disorders they legally assess clients

provide a diagnosis and can prescribe medication if necessary

frontiers editorial what works for forensic

psychiatric Apr 16 2023

the nature of forensic psychiatric care and ethical principles that underpin

it make it hard to conduct randomized controlled studies which can be

seen as the gold standard to establishing the efficacy of interventions

perceptions of procedural justice and coercion

among forensic Mar 15 2023

published 13 may 2020 perceptions of procedural justice and coercion

among forensic psychiatric patients a study protocol for a prospective

mixed methods investigation alexander i f simpson irene boldt stephanie

penney roland jones sean kidd arash nakhost treena wilkie bmc

psychiatry 20 article number 230 2020 cite this article



research issues in forensic psychiatry pubmed

Feb 14 2023

pmid 17762598 doi 10 1097 yco 0b013e32826fb345 abstract purpose of

review forensic psychiatry is a multidisciplinary specialty within the context

of criminal and civil law this paper reviews a broad spectrum of research

areas within the forensic psychiatric field covering publications in 2006

charting cognitive characteristics in forensic

psychiatric Jan 13 2023

forensic psychiatric inpatients were expected to perform worse compared

to prisoners this study was based on pre existing data from n 241 males

119 forensic psychiatric inpatients 57

modern forensic psychiatric hospital design

clinical legal Dec 12 2022

published 20 october 2018 modern forensic psychiatric hospital design

clinical legal and structural aspects allan seppänen iida törmänen

christopher shaw harry kennedy international journal of mental health

systems 12 article number 58 2018 cite this article 17k accesses 38



citations 23 altmetric metrics abstract

research opportunities forensic psychiatry

fellowship Nov 11 2022

forensic psychiatry early career physician scientist our fellows enjoy many

research opportunities we expect them to participate either in ongoing

division work or to develop an independent project of their own with the

anticipated goal of giving a year end presentations of their individual work

assessing attribution in the criminal behavior of

mentally Oct 10 2022

psychiatric care for individuals with a mental disorder and a history of

criminal behavior intends not only to stabilize symptoms but also to

prevent undesirable consequences such as violent recidivism and suicide

forensic psychiatry originated mainly in europe and has a varied historical

political and ideological background

personal recovery and its challenges in forensic



mental Sep 09 2022

bjpsych open 2022 jan 8 1 e17 published online 2021 dec 17 doi 10 1192

bjo 2021 1068 pmcid pmc8715254 pmid 34915963 personal recovery and

its challenges in forensic mental health systematic review and thematic

synthesis of the qualitative literature
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